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Dear Graduates, 
Today, I join with family and friends 
in applauding you, our fall 2018 
graduates.  
Today is a marker in your life. I 
encourage you to stop and savor your 
achievement, and enjoy the celebration 
and joy that surround you, for your 
accomplishment says more than you 
may know.  
Your Central diploma is an outward 
sign of your commitment and hard 
work. It says to the world, “I can make 
the appropriate sacrifices. I can learn. I 
can meet the challenge. I can succeed.” 
Your graduation is a clear manifestation 
of your own empowerment. You did it, 
and we are truly proud of you. 
Be encouraged by what you have 
accomplished. Now imagine what you 
are capable of doing.  
We believe your Central education 
has given you more than certain skill 
sets. We believe that you leave here with 
                                              
sharpened abilities to think and act 
creatively, critically and ethically. You 
can become the engaged citizens and 
leaders in whatever community you 
choose, whatever field you pursue.  
More importantly, we hope your 
Central experience has instilled in you a 
passion for learning, a habit that will be 
part of you throughout your life. We 
hope that you leave knowing how to 
perceive problems and find solutions, 
and to meet a changing world with a 
culture of learning that will enrich your 
life. 
With your graduation, you have 
changed your future and that of others 
who will be influenced by you. This is 
our hope for you. 
Know, too, that you are always 
welcome here, either to further your 
learning experiences or as loyal alumni, 
members of a 128-year heritage. You are 
a member of the UCO community 
regardless of where your life takes you.
                                             
Finally, don't 
pass up this 
opportunity to 
thank those in 
your life whose 
encouragement 
and love helped 
you in countless 
ways to reach 
this plateau. Tell them today how much 
they mean to you.  
You can make a difference; you can 
be the change you wish to see in the 
world around you.  
     We believe in you.
letter FROM THE PRESIDENT
Don Betz, Ph.D.
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For 128 years, the University of 
Central Oklahoma’s bedrock mission 
has been developing leaders for 
Oklahoma and the nation.
The university began in 1890 when 
the Oklahoma Territorial Legislature 
created the Territorial Normal School. 
Its mission was to educate teachers for 
the one-room schoolhouses being built 
across the growing territory.
Central’s first students — a class of 
23 — met in the basement of 
Edmond’s Methodist Episcopal Church. 
In 1893, they moved into the school’s 
first building, Old North, reopened in 
2017 after being closed since 2001 for 
extensive repairs.
Five name changes later, UCO is a 
beautifully landscaped campus that  
welcomes around 16,000 students each 
semester. The university strives to meet 
the needs of those seeking a traditional 
campus atmosphere as well as the non-
traditional student.
Central also welcomes the role of 
being Oklahoma’s major metropolitan 
university, purposefully combining the 
needs of students with those of the 
larger area. No longer just an Edmond 
campus, Central enjoys a presence in 
several areas of the metro, including its 
Academy of Contemporary Music at 
UCO (ACM@UCO) in Bricktown, its 
downtown Oklahoma City facilities 
with classrooms in the Carnegie Centre 
and its CHK|Central Boathouse on the 
Oklahoma River. The university also 
works to develop meaningful 
relationships with a variety of 
community groups to meet both their 
needs and those of our students.
Others notice. U.S. News & World 
Report again has ranked Central as one 
of the top colleges and universities in 
the nation. Central again was the state's 
only public higher education institution 
to be named to the “2018 Great 
Colleges to Work For” by The Chronicle 
of Higher Education. Underscoring its 
commitment to offer value to students, 
Central recently was ranked No. 75 on 
the College Consensus list of the “100 
Most Affordable Colleges and 
Universities” in the nation.
As Oklahoma’s third-largest state 
university, Central has evolved into six 
colleges, including the Jackson College 
of Graduate Studies, all with nationally 
recognized programs including Nursing, 
Forensic Science, Accounting, Physics, 
Graphic Design and more. The 
university offers 121 majors for 
bachelor’s degrees and 76 for master’s. 
It's accredited by the Higher Learning 
Commission of the North Central 
Association of Colleges and Schools.
Central remains an institution 
where learning comes first and where 
students enjoy personal relationships 
with faculty and staff who are 
committed to transforming lives.
THE HISTORY OF THE 
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL OKLAHOMA
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THE GONFALON
Each college has its own gonfalon, 
or banner. The gonfalon is carried by 
an outstanding faculty member in that 
college. The bearer leads that college's 
students in the procession.
THE MACE
Among ancient orders, the mace 
was a heavy staff or club made of wood 
and metal that was borne by, carried 
before or placed near a magistrate or 
other dignitary as an ensign of 
authority. The most senior member of 
the college carries the mace.
In 1975, students and faculty in 
Central’s then Industrial Arts program 
constructed the university’s mace. It is 
approximately 34 inches in length and 
weighs 9.65 pounds. Near its top is a 
miniature replica of Old North, created 
in pecan wood and encompassed within 
a bronze crown. Thirteen pieces of solid 
walnut wood make up the majority of 
the mace. The base on which the 
bronze medallion sits is rosewood. A 
bronze band encircling the mace is 
inscribed “University of Central 
Oklahoma.”                                
THE MEDALLION
In keeping with tradition, UCO 
President Don Betz will be wearing a 
medallion that was created in 2011 
with both past and future university 
presidents in mind. 
The chain features at its center a 
3.5-inch antiqued-bronze medallion 
showing the official UCO seal. On the 
flip side are the names of Central’s first 
15 presidents, from Richard Thatcher, 
who served from 1891-93, through W. 
Max Chambers, 1949-60. 
Curved metal banners on each side 
of the medallion help form the chain. 
Each banner bears the name of one of 
the next five Central presidents, 
including President Betz who began his 
service in August 2011 as Central’s 
20th president. The chain is designed 
with blank metal banners, evenly 
spaced among smaller official UCO seal 
medallions. These blank banners are for 
the names of all future presidents, 




• Summa Cum Laude to graduating 
seniors with a 3.90 GPA or higher; 
gold honor cords
• Magna Cum Laude to graduating 
seniors with a 3.80 - 3.89 GPA; 
silver honor cords
• Cum Laude to graduating seniors 
with a 3.70 - 3.79 GPA; white 
honor cords
GRADUATE DEGREES
     Graduation with Honors graduate 
degrees are conferred to those with a 
4.0 GPA in all graduate coursework. 
These students wear blue and gold 
honor cords.
ASSOCIATE DEGREES
       Graduation with Honors to those 
with a 4.0 GPA; gray cords
MINIMUM FOR HONORS
To be eligible to graduate with 
honors, baccalaureate candidates must 
have completed at least 45 hours at the 
University of Central Oklahoma.
Graduation with honors and degrees are 
pending a final check by Graduation Services. 
Only those who are cleared for graduation by 
Nov. 8 are listed in the program.
Graduation With Honors
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The precise origins of the several 
parts of academic dress still remain a 
matter of conjecture. The unheated 
buildings which medieval scholars      
frequented may have necessitated the 
wearing of gowns for comfort’s sake. 
Gowns and hoods were common at 
British universities before the 14th    
century; the square cap is thought to be 
a 16th century import from the 
University of Paris. European universities 
continue to use a wide variety in the cut 
and color of gowns and the type of 
headwear worn.
Academic attire began to appear on 
American campuses in the late 1890s. 
Since, its use has become universal for 
solemn university functions, and its 
pattern is highly uniform. From the 
color and cut, one may determine 
where the wearer received a degree and 
the degree earned.
THE CAP
The mortarboard has become the 
universally accepted style in United 
States colleges and universities. The 
standard tassel worn by faculty is black. 
However those with doctoral degrees 
may wear a gold tassel. Candidates for 
degrees have colored tassels that     
identify the student’s college as follows:
Business........................................ Drab
Education & Professional Studies
     ........................................Light Blue
Fine Arts & Design ...Chocolate Brown
Liberal Arts ........................Kelly Green
Mathematics & Science
     .................................. Golden Yellow
Graduate .................... Bronze and Blue
Associate .......................................Gray
THE GOWN
The bachelor’s gown has a long, 
pleated front with shirring across the 
shoulders and back. With flowing 
sleeves, the gown is almost knee length.
The master’s gown has oblong 
sleeves that reach well below the knees. 
The forearm comes through a slit just 
above the elbow.
The doctor’s gown has broad,    
velvet panels down the front, and three 
velvet bars on full, round sleeves. This 
velvet may be black or a color 
distinctive of the degree.
The associate's gown is the same 
style as a bachelor's, but dark gray.
THE HOOD
The Master’s Hooding Ceremony 
focuses on advanced degree candidates. 
The colors of the hood’s silk lining 
represent university colors, which for 
Central are Bronze and Blue. The color of 
the hood’s velvet border represents the 
field of learning, such as light blue for 
education or golden yellow for science.
THE COLORS
The fields of learning identified by 
the color of the velvet panels and sleeve 
bars on the gown or the edging of the 
hood include the following:









Philosophy ........................... Dark Blue
Physical Education ............. Sage Yellow
Science .......................... Golden Yellow
Social Science .............................Citron
Theology ....................................Scarlet
The Tradition of Academic Dress
Walk Through Old North, Graduation Tradition
A recurring graduation tradition 
that is unique to UCO is when 
graduates don their gowns, 
mortarboards and tassels and line up at 
Old North one hour before graduation. 
As the bells in Old North Clock 
Tower ring out the school song, 
candidates walk through the historic 
building and continue their march to 
Hamilton Field House. 
At spring graduation in 1994, the 
tradition expanded to include class 
marshals leading the processional. It’s a 
campus tradition started years ago, 
interrupted only when Old North was 
closed for renovations. The tradition 
was renewed with the reopening of Old 
North in spring of 2017. 
Old North is the first building on 
campus and the first building of public 
higher education in Oklahoma 
Territory.









College of education & 
Professional studies
SARAH J.L. CHAMBERS
College of LIBERAL ARTS
SYDNEY CONNER 
College of Fine Arts & Design 
JULIA D. MESSNER
College of MATHEMATICS & SCIENCE
HANNAH LEANNE METTE
College of Business
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Class Marshals - fall 2018
Each of the University of Central 
Oklahoma’s five undergraduate colleges 
awards a graduating senior the title of 
“Class Marshal.” These five students 
have the highest grade point averages 
and number of Central credit hours in 
their respective colleges.
The honorees each receive a Class 
Marshal stole, signifying the highest 
degree of academic excellence. First 
presented in 1994, the stoles have 
become a UCO tradition, later 
enhanced by the bronze Class Marshal 
gown. 
The following are the class 
marshals for the Fall 2018 
Commencement: 
Cheyenne Autumn Branson is a 
Psychology major with a 4.0 GPA in 
the College of Education and 
Professional Studies. A member of the 
Psi Chi and Golden Key International 
honor societies, Branson is a recipient 
of the Phi Theta Kappa Academic 
Scholarship and the Psychology 
Department Tuition Waiver, as well as 
placement on the President’s Honor 
Roll. Following graduation, Branson 
plans to attend a psychology graduate 
program, focused on counseling, and 
hopes to have a fulfilling career in 
therapy.
Sarah J.L. Chambers is an English 
major with a 4.0 GPA in the College of 
Liberal Arts. Originally from Norman, 
Oklahoma, she is a member of the 
Language and English societies, the 
National Society of Collegiate Scholars 
and Phi Theta Kappa Honor Society. 
Chambers received a Research, Creative 
and Scholarly Activities (RCSA) 
Presentation Grant, a Best Paper of 
Symposium 2018 award and the 
Broncho Distinction Award. She 
intends to continue her education 
through graduate school, furthering her 
love for cultural and literary inquiry.
Sydney Conner is a Vocal 
Performance major with a 3.89 GPA in 
the College of Fine Arts and Design. A 
graduate of Kinder High School for the 
Performing and Visual Arts in 
Houston, Texas, Conner is a member 
of Pi Kappa Lambda, a national music 
honor society, and Sigma Alpha Iota, 
an International Music Fraternity. After 
graduation, Conner plans to attend 
graduate school for a degree in arts 
management and administration, as 
well as a Doctorate of Musical Arts in 
Vocal Performance, with an ultimate 
goal of sharing her love for music 
through performing, outreach and 
education.
Julia D. Messner is a Math 
Education major with a 4.0 GPA in the 
College of Mathematics and Science. A 
graduate of Edmond Memorial High 
School in Edmond, Oklahoma, 
Messner is a member of the Kappa 
Delta Phi, Gamma Beta Phi and 
Golden Key International honor 
societies. She received the Josephine 
Plunkett Math and Margaret-Bennett 
McAllister Math scholarships, as well as 
the Outstanding Secondary Education 
Award and the Distinguished Graduate 
Volunteer Medal. After graduation, 
Messner plans to take a position at 
Heartland Middle School in Edmond, 
where she will teach seventh grade 
math and geometry.
Hannah Leanne Mette is a 
Human Resource Management major 
with a 4.0 GPA in the College of 
Business. A graduate of Spring Creek 
High School in Spring Creek, Nevada, 
Mette is a member of Alpha Xi Delta, 
Leaders of Tomorrow, 2BeLeader, the 
Society of Human Resource 
Management (SHRM) and is a resident 
assistant. She received the Leaders of 
Tomorrow, Management Student, and 
Textbook Leadership scholarships and 
was named Outstanding Senior in 
Leadership, Panhellenic Chapter 
Officer of the Year, SHRM Regional 
Champion and the 2018 UCO 
Homecoming Queen. Mette’s post-
graduation plans include continuing 
her professional career in training and 
development in Oklahoma City.
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program - 1 p.m. friday, December 14, 2018
college of education & professional studies
(except psychology) 
 Processional* Official Party Music by the UCO Brass Choir, 
   conducted by David Hanan, Ph.D.   
  Mace Bearer, Kaye Sears, Ed.D.
  Gonfalon Bearer, Robert Delano, Ph.D.
 Call to Order and Introductions John Barthell, Ph.D., Provost and Vice President, 
   Academic Affairs
 National Anthem* Alexandria Carmon, accompanied by Mariann Searle
 President's Remarks Don Betz, Ph.D.
 Guest's Remarks Claudia San Pedro, President, Sonic Corporation
 Regent's Greetings    
 Musical Performance "My Wish," music and lyrics by Rascal Flatts
 Undergraduate Honors Geoff Willis, Ph.D.  
 Presentation of Candidates and  
 Recommendations to Confer Degrees Provost Barthell
   Conferring Degrees President Betz
 Announcing Graduates Dr. Willis and Rudi Nollert, Ph.D.
 Presentation of Diplomas President Betz
 Assisting with Diplomas Karen Davis
 College Representative  Donna Cobb, Ed.D., Associate Dean, 
   College of Education & Professional Studies  
 Closing Remarks Provost Barthell
 Alumni Remarks Lauri Monetti, Director of Alumni Relations
 Alma Mater* Ms. Carmon, accompanied by Ms. Searle
 Recessional* Official Party, Faculty and Graduates
  Music by the UCO Brass Choir 
 Interpretation for the hearing impaired by Brenda Chappell, Ph.D.
*Audience is invited to stand.
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program - 5 p.m. friday, December 14, 2018
college of education & professional studies - psychology majors 
and jackson college of graduate studies
 Processional* Official Party Music by the UCO Brass Choir, 
   conducted by David Hanan, Ph.D.  
   Mace Bearer, Kristi Archuleta, Ed.D. 
  Gonfalon Bearer, Mark McCoy, Ed.D.
 Call to Order and Introductions John Barthell, Ph.D., Provost and Vice President, 
   Academic Affairs
 National Anthem* Alexandria Carmon, accompanied by Mariann Searle 
 President's Remarks Don Betz, Ph.D.
 Regent’s Greetings 
 Musical Performance "My Wish," music and lyrics by Rascal Flatts 
 Presentation of Candidates and  
 Recommendations to Confer Degrees Provost Barthell
  Conferring Degrees President Betz
 Announcing Graduates Rudi Nollert, Ph.D., and Geoff Willis, Ph.D. 
 Presentation of Diplomas President Betz
 Assisting with Diplomas Karen Davis
 Master's Hooding Jeanetta Sims, Ph.D., Interim Dean, and
  Robert Mather, Ph.D., Assistant Dean
   Jackson College of Graduate Studies
 Closing Remarks Provost Barthell
 Alumni Remarks Lauri Monetti, Director of Alumni Relations
 Alma Mater* Ms. Carmon, accompanied by Ms. Searle 
 Recessional* Official Party, Faculty and Graduates
  Music by the UCO Brass Choir
  
Interpretation for the hearing impaired by Brenda Chappell, Ph.D.
*Audience is invited to stand.
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program - 10 a.m. saturday, December 15, 2018
College of mathematics & Science and
College of business
 Processional* Official Party Music by the UCO Brass Choir, 
   conducted by David Hanan, Ph.D.
  Mace Bearer, Nelda Fister
  Gonfalon Bearers, Kristin Karber, Ph.D., and 
  Chintamani Jog, Ph.D.
 Call to Order and Introductions John Barthell, Ph.D., Provost and Vice President, 
   Academic Affairs
 National Anthem* Alexandria Carmon, accompanied by Mariann Searle 
 President's Remarks Don Betz, Ph.D.     
       Regent’s Greetings       
 Musical Performance "My Wish," music and lyrics by Rascal Flatts  
 Undergraduate Honors Geoff Willis, Ph.D.
 Presentation of Candidates and  
 Recommendations to Confer Degrees Provost Barthell
  Conferring Degrees President Betz 
 Announcing Graduates Dr. Willis and Rudi Nollert, Ph.D.
 Presentation of Diplomas President Betz
 Assisting with Diplomas Karen Davis
 College Representatives   Wei Chen, Ph.D., Dean, College of Mathematics & Science
  Monica Lam, Ph.D., Dean, College of Business 
 Closing Remarks Provost Barthell
 Alumni Remarks Lauri Monetti, Director of Alumni Relations
 Alma Mater* Ms. Carmon, accompanied by Ms. Searle
 Recessional* Official Party, Faculty and Graduates
  Music by the UCO Brass Choir 
 
 Interpretation for the hearing impaired by Brenda Chappell, Ph.D.
*Audience is invited to stand.
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program - 2 p.m. saturday, December 15, 2018
College of Fine Arts & Design and
College of liberal arts
 Processional* Official Party Music by the UCO Brass Choir, 
   conducted by David Hanan, Ph.D.     
  Mace Bearer, Samuel Magrill, D.M.A.
  Gonfalon Bearer, Mark Zimmerman
 Call to Order and Introductions John Barthell, Ph.D., Provost and Vice President, 
   Academic Affairs
 National Anthem* Alexandria Carmon, accompanied by Mariann Searle  
 President's Remarks Don Betz, Ph.D.
             Regent’s Greetings      
               Musical Performance      "My Wish," music and lyrics by Rascal Flatts
            Undergraduate Honors      Rudi Nollert, Ph.D.
                        Presentation of Candidates and 
 Recommendations to Confer Degrees Provost Barthell
  Conferring Degrees President Betz 
 Announcing Graduates Dr. Nollert and Geoff Willis, Ph.D. 
 Presentation of Diplomas President Betz
 Assisting with Diplomas Karen Davis
 College Representatives  Steven Hansen, M.F.A., Dean, College of Fine Arts & Design
  Catherine Webster, Ph.D., Dean, College of Liberal Arts   
 Closing Remarks Provost Barthell
 Alumni Remarks Lauri Monetti, Director of Alumni Relations
 Alma Mater* Ms. Carmon, accompanied by Ms. Searle
 Recessional* Official Party, Faculty and Graduates
  Music by the UCO Brass Choir 
 
 Interpretation for the hearing impaired by Brenda Chappell, Ph.D.
*Audience is invited to stand.
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Some of today's graduates will be 
wearing color-coded cords for achieving 
the highest level of transformation in 
one or more of five UCO tenets. These 
five tenets are represented as the 
following: Global and Cultural 
Competencies (orange), Health and 
Wellness (green), Leadership (blue), 
Research, Creative and Scholarly 
Activities (magenta), and Service 
Learning and Civic Engagement 
(purple).
STLR is an award-winning concept, 
developed at UCO and recognized by 
the U.S. Department of Education 
with a $7.8 million grant. The program 
has gained national and international 
recognition for its ability to document 
student success with transformative 
learning that parallels an academic 
transcript, showing mastery in 
employability and citizenship skills.
Students build and enhance their 
record through submitting STLR-
tagged assignments, attending campus 
events, serving in STLR-tagged student 
groups and/or participating in outside-
of-class projects. Their levels of 
achievements are assessed and validated 
by a UCO faculty or staff member.
Through STLR, students graduate 
with more than an academic degree. 
Students can show they’ve taken their 
education to a transformative level, 
gaining skills that can be applied in 
areas identified as being needed in 
today’s workforce and in our 
metropolitan communities.
STLR Transformation graduates are 
recognized by tenet on the next pages and 
with STLR next to their names in the 
main list of graduates.
Note: UCO’s sixth tenet, Discipline 
Knowledge, is recognized by students 
completing their academic degrees.
STUDENT TRANSFORMATIVE LEARNING RECORD (STLR)

































































































G - Global & Cultural Competencies; H - Health & Wellness; L - Leadership;
R - Research, Creative & Scholarly Activities; S - Service Learning & Civic Engagement
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College of Business
Master of Business 
Administration
Business Administration
Barnes, Karlea E.  
 Minco
Burton, Ashley Leatrece  
 Oklahoma City
Bushyhead, John Caleb  
 Mannford
Collet, Tori Lynne  
 Houston, Texas
Cornelius, Kay Elizabeth  
 Edmond
Cornet, Bryce Z.  
 Norman
Deakle, Margaret C.  
 Edmond
Dennis, Chelsi Elizabeth  
 Broken Arrow
Dishman, David  
 Lafayette, Colorado
Ford, Caitlin Jane  
 Edmond
Grande, Shannon  
 Placerville, California
Hansen, Parker Shane  
 Orange, California
Highfill, Brandon Gregory  
 Enid
Koehler, Christopher Carl  
 Coppell, Texas
Lyles, Raylen S.  
 Edmond
Marshall, Janet Ann  
 Orlando
McMichael, Allison Jeanet  
 Oklahoma City
Medell, Crystal Lea  
 Midland, Michigan
Mims, Cindy Diane  
 Edmond
Moser, Jerrod Edward  
 Piedmont
Muslim-Grooms, Madinah J.  
 Oklahoma City
Nelson, Kyle Edward  
 Oklahoma City
Owen, Timothy A. - With Honors  
 Crescent
Peace, Jacob Andrew  
 Oklahoma City
Pinpin, Jan Ronard A.  
 Oklahoma City
Popp, Donna Abby  
 Tucson, Arizona
Saw, Yong Soon - With Honors  
 Norman
Spaeth, Vanessa A.  
 Oklahoma City
Vaughn, Kelly Michelle - With Honors  
Edmond
Whitney, Jacob Michael - With Honors  
Oklahoma City
(Energy Systems)
Atchley, Brian Matthew - With Honors  
Midwest City
Branum, Robert Duncan  
 Oklahoma City
Burch, Maxwell C. - With Honors  
 Lafayette, Louisiana
Carnes, Austin D.  
 Edmond
Childree, Stefanie Dyan  
 Oklahoma City
Harris, Rodrick Deshaar 
 Edmond
Poe, Jeffrey J.  
 Midwest City
Spring, Nolan Robert  
 Edmond
Stevens, Jennifer Lynn  
 Oklahoma City
(Healthcare)
Donwerth, Davin Kyle  
 Edmond
Young, Claire Nadine  







Durham, Justin D.  
 Lawton
(School Psychology)
Elliston, LaDonna  
 Moore
Master of Education
Adult & Higher Education
(Adult & Higher Education)
Rodriguez III, Fausto 
 Yukon
(Interdisciplinary Studies)
Buckley, Brittanie Charlotta  
 Oklahoma City
Castell, Mark  
 Norman
Ford, Gena Ruth - STLR  
 Norman
(Life Long and E-Learning)
Graro, Jessica Cathy - With Honors  
 Edmond
candidates for graduate degrees 
 fall 2018
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Hanny, Susan Sholar - With Honors  
Edmond
Parsons, Gary Dean - With Honors  
 Warner
Pena, Jeremy  
 Oklahoma City
(Student Personnel)
Bradshaw, Candice Nicole - With Honors  
Edmond
Moore, Sarah Lynn - With Honors  
Oklahoma City
Tidwell, Jacob Daniel - With Honors  
Oklahoma City
Wansick, Raina Lynn  
 Hartshorne
(Training)
Brown, Angela Marigny - With Honors  
Oklahoma City




Loughlin, Lisa Rose  
 Yukon
Bilingual Education/TESL
Jennings, Rachel L.  
 Yukon
Oh, Yunsun - With Honors  
 Incheon, South Korea
Roh, Hyeyoung - With Honors  
 Seoul, South Korea
Early Childhood Education
Coyle, Ruby  
 Oklahoma City
Educational Leadership
Acosta, Reyna  
 Oklahoma City
Allison, Ginger L. - With Honors  
 Edmond
Andrews, Jesse Rose  
 Sheridan, Arkansas
Bailey, Teresa Kaye - With Honors  
 Mustang
Beck, Stephen Eugene - With Honors  
Norman
Covey, Daniel Christian - With Honors  
Oklahoma City
Cowles Jr., Alonzo  
 Midwest City
Crosthwait, Jennifer Jean  
 McLoud
Dragoo, Shannon Joi - With Honors  
Oklahoma City
Eagleton, Merrick - With Honors  
 Azle, Texas
Ferguson, Kathryn R.  
 Oklahoma City
Gardner, Krysta  
 Tallahassee, Florida
Hairston, Karen Jackson  
 Tallulah, Louisiana
Hennessy, Julianne Patricia - With Honors  
Coppell, Texas
Hodges, Brittney L. - With Honors  
Oklahoma City
Huerta Morfin, Judith Veronica  
 Tecoman, Colima, Mexico
Huett, Carol Annette  
 Moore
Jackson, Roger Eugene - With Honors  
Yukon
Jeffries, Michael E. - With Honors  
Oklahoma City
Jenks, Lauren Amanda - With Honors  
Rochester, Michigan
Kerr, Rebecca McCarter - With Honors  
Spartanburg, South Carolina
Knight, Angie S. - With Honors  
 Yukon
Leath, Jennifer Rebekah - With Honors  
Edmond
Massenburge, Keidra  
 Guthrie
Mitchell, Erin E. - With Honors  
 Edmond
Morris, Grace A. - With Honors  
 Edmond
Moss, Chrias Maude  
 Grand Rapids, Michigan
Murray, Destiny  
 With Honors - Spencer
Oaks, Jessica D. - With Honors  
 Oklahoma City
Ponder, John - With Honors  
 Oklahoma City
Pratt, Traci Diane - With Honors  
 Eufaula
Randolph, Monserrat M.  
 Oklahoma City
Rhodes, Drew P. - With Honors  
 Oklahoma City
Richardson-Keeling, Kily Dawn  
 Oklahoma City
Silvestri, Nicole - With Honors  
 St. Louis, Missouri
Stephens, LaRadius Kenyell  
 Edmond
Stewart, Erica Davis - With Honors  
Memphis, Tennessee
Tope, Misti - With Honors  
 Edmond
Twichell, Andrew R. - With Honors  
 Yukon
Willhoite, Jennifer Jill - With Honors  
Edmond
Elementary Education
Hurlbut, Denice Latetia - With Honors  
Oklahoma City
Library Media Education
Elder, Katherine I.  
 Oklahoma City
Lozano, Deborah Anne - With Honors  
Edmond
Spencer, Amber D'Ann  
 Blanchard
Weathers, Jamie Lyn - With Honors  
Edmond
Reading
Beamon, Leah - With Honors  
 Edmond
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Morgan, Sharon - With Honors  
 Piedmont
Oltmanns, Shelby Marie  
 Oklahoma City
School Counseling
Clary, Kelsey R.  
 Lindsay
Frizzell, Erin Suzan - With Honors  
 Edmond
Lubbers, Lauren Ashley - With Honors  
Edmond
McCoy, Amanda Lee - With Honors  
Oklahoma City
Turnbow, MarRissa Marie - With Honors  
Edmond
Secondary Education
Alsayyed, Rola - With Honors  
 Edmond
Bieri, Wallace Brady - With Honors  
 Edmond




Brawdy, Andrea C.  
 Choctaw
Coombes, Shelbie Elaine - STLR  
 Yukon
Cullins, Christopher W. - With Honors  
Edmond
Dolezal, Katrina  
 Oklahoma City
Eldridge, Joanna – With Honors  
 Krakow, Poland
Enyim, Sharetta N.  
 Moore
Lowe, Erica Leigh  
 Oklahoma City
Phagan, Kim Craig  
 Edmond
Quinn, Marcus Lorenzo  
 Oklahoma City
Schrempp, Sara E.  
 Harrah
Seguin, Samantha Ruth  
 Moore
Skaggs, Maralee Jo - With Honors  
 Edmond
Washington, Christin T.  
 Kansas City, Missouri
Woodson, Ashton M. - With Honors  
Oklahoma City
Master of Science
Family & Child Studies
(Family Life Education)
Jones, Tawatha Dominique  
 Okmulgee 
Minzenmayer, Darian Dene  
 Norman
(Infant/Child Specialist)
Webster, Crystal Kay  
 Clinton
Nutrition & Food Science
Akbaran, Mojdeh  
 Edmond
Castlebury, Magan Renee  
 Elgin
Crossley, Lindsay Dawn  
 With Honors - STLR - Norman
Ladusau, Mackenzie Mae - With Honors  
Coppell, Texas
Le, Nikky Anh-Thu - STLR  
 Oklahoma City
LeMay, Anna Marie  
 Sparks, Nevada
Lyonga, Juliette Joso  
 Buea, Cameroon
Martinez, Rosa Maria  
 Oklahoma City
Patel, Krutikaben Pravinkumar  
 Zambia, South Africa
Pegram, Daniel  
 Winston - Salem, North Carolina




Blair, Matthew James  
 Edmond
Brunette, Eric David  
 Oklahoma City
Cooper, Morgan L.  
 Seneca, Missouri
Malahy, Kevin Joseph  
 Oklahoma City
Peery, Keeton R.  
 Goldsby
Wellington, Patrick S.  
 Edmond
(Health Promotion)
Huff, Khari Joanne  
 Jones
College of Fine Arts 
& Design
Master of Fine Arts
Design
(Design)
Basha, Hussam Ahmed  








Xie, Yali  
 Guangzhou, China
(Instrumental Performance)
Boross, Kimberly Anne - With Honors  
Guthrie
(Music Education)
Zhang, Liyu  
 Yixing, Hangsu, China
u n i v e r s i t y  o f  c e n t r a l  o k l a h o m a
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(Piano Pedagogy)
Han, Qi  
 Wuxi, Jiangsu Province, China
(Piano Performance)
Liu, Yunyi  
 Zhuozhou, Hebei, China
(Vocal Performance)
Liu, Yidong  










Arumai Thurai, Rajiv - STLR  
 Malaysia
Brewer, Allison Rose - With Honors  
Edmond
Ille, Meredith Louise  
 Oklahoma City
Lockwood, Kenzi Nicole - With Honors  
Oklahoma City
Maloy, Hilary R. - With Honors  
 Midwest City
Walker, Jennifer Renee - With Honors  
Edmond
English
(20th & 21st Century 
Studies)
Copeland, Rachel Deann - With Honors  
Baytown, Texas
Hartman, Rhonda Marie  
 Spring Hill, Florida
History
Boyd, Harley Dee  
 Holdenville
Branch, Valerie Michelle  
 Mustang
Butler, Timothy Joseph - STLR  
 Lapeer, Michigan
Dahl, Elizabeth Ryan - STLR  
 Edmond
Maxey, Mike Dorsey - With Honors - STLR  
Edmond
Saadah, Hanan Awad  
 Edmond
Snowden, Margaret Erin - STLR  
Bartlesville
Swyden, Keri Lee  
 Midwest City
Webster, Joseph  
 Chesapeake, Virginia
(Museum Studies)
Acree, Michael - With Honors - STLR  
Midwest City
Young, Riley Lawrence - With Honors  
Tahlequah
Museum Studies




Rastakhiz, Abbas Mohammad  
 Iran 
(Public Administration)




Colbert, Amanda Lea  
 Wright City
Haben, Annette  
 Yukon
Pete, Dakisha Danielle  
 Oklahoma City
Teaching English as 2nd 
Language
Lor, Chong Si - With Honors  
 Edmond
Sanchez-Camacho, Melody - With Honors  
Almeria, Spain
Wang, Weilin  
 Jinzhou City, Liaoning Province, China
Xu, Dadi  
 Fuyang, Anhui, China
Master of Public 
Administration
Public Administration
Burton, Tomeika D.  
 Oklahoma City
Collins, Nicole - With Honors  
 Yukon
Cottrell, Nicole D.  
 Oklahoma City
Deal, Jason Kyle - With Honors  
 Edmond
Evans, Natalie Loida - With Honors  
 Aline
Joslin, James Wayland  
 Tulsa
Mishoe, Mark William - With Honors  
Edmond
Nda, Axel Savin  
 Abidjan, Ivory Coast
(Public & Nonprofit 
Management)
Angouing Kamba, Precious Carine  
 Edmond
Curiel, Rosemarie C.  
 Oklahoma City
Holt, Stephanie Mignon  
 Houston, Texas
Tayero, Nathan  
 Bamenda, Cameroon









Pham, Trang N.  
 Oklahoma City
Applied Mathematics & 
Computer Science
Kalantari, Farzan Fred - With Honors  
Oklahoma City
Biology
Curto, Rikki Joan Syzek - STLR  
 Chandler
Kimmel, Laura Beth - With Honors  
Oklahoma City
Nichols, Matthew Dillon  
 Tulsa




Omena, Thiago Falcao Rabell  
 Maceio, Alagoas, Brazil
(Mechanical Engineering)
Khatri KC, Ram Hari  
 Kavrepalanchok, Nepal
Kooker, Madeline Victoria - With Honors  
McKinney, Texas
Nursing
Balasubramanian, Suvetha Nmn  











Duffle, Lauren Nichole  
 McLoud
Green, Taylor B. - With Honors  
 Oklahoma City
Jeremias, Maritza  
 Oklahoma City
Ngo, Thu  
 Fayetteville, Arkansas
Rose, Danielle Ciera - With Honors  
Goddard, Kansas
(Biology/Chemistry)
Dunn, Chris Michael  
 Watonga
Schartz, Cortney Lynne - With Honors  
Edmond
 
Note: This is a complete list of candidates 
who applied and were cleared for 
graduation and honors by November 8 for 
inclusion in the program. Degrees and 
honors conferred are pending a final check 
by Graduation Services.






Chen, Hong  
 Fuzhou, China
Chuculate, Levi Thomas  
 Heavener
Cowden, Donald  
 Oklahoma City
Funk, Cedrus Raphael - Cum Laude  
 Norman
Gibbon, Nancy S.  
 Yukon
Hurley, Stephanie D.  
 Midwest City
James, Tyler Austin - Cum Laude - STLR  
Oklahoma City
Jolly, Julia A.  
 McLoud
Jones, Casey Alexandra  
 Edmond




Alsayafi, Amani Ibrahim  
 Edmond
Buchanan, Katie Lauren  
 Oklahoma City
Calvert, Harold Tyler  
 Guthrie
Chau, Luan  
 Midwest City
Jackson, Wesley Dale  
 Fort Gibson
Jefferson, Juanitta  
 Alderson
Novikov, Andrei Yurivich  
 Khabarovsk, Russia




Sim, Jia Yin  
 Bintulu, Malaysia
Streeter, Tamra R.  
 Del City
Taylor, Robert Bryson  
 Wichita Falls, Texas
Vasquez, Crystal M.  
 Edmond
White, Shelby Lynn  
 Yukon
Wiedemann, Alexis M.  
 Oklahoma City
(General Business)
Crow, Cade Landon  
 Elk City
(International Business)
Chow, Ka Khui - Cum Laude  
 Malaysia
Dinh, Brittany Thi  
 Oklahoma City
Lopez Diaz, Alejandro  
 Ojocaliente Calvillo, Mexico
Rodriguez, Crystal Rocio  
 Tulsa
(Legal Studies)
Howell, Addison  
 Oklahoma City
Morris, Stephanie Ashton  
 Oklahoma City
Trumbo, Shaylea M.  
 Edmond
Economics
Bazoalto, Camila Beatriz  
 Cochabamba, Bolivia
Hausburg, Sullivan  
 Oklahoma City
Lyons, Chance  
 Edmond
Stapleton, Cynthia Rose  
 Edmond
(Energy Economics)
Kenneda, Kyle Dean  
 Edmond
Mikles, Luke H.  
 Oklahoma City
Finance
Alvarado, Ryan J.  
 Edmond
Archer, Zachary  
 Choctaw
Armstrong, Eli  
 Edmond
Bazoalto, Camila Beatriz  
 Cochabamba, Bolivia
Bills, Christian  
 Edmond
Booker, Brian S.  
 Edmond
Bowers, Sarah Jane  
 Edmond
Chandler, Catherine Nichole  
 Muskogee
Chen, Hong  
 Fuzhou, China
Chitwood, Sean Michael  
 Edmond
Frederick, Beverly J.  
 Carnegie
Han, Hoyeong  
 Edmond
Hughes, Howard  
 Lawton
Kluding, Melanie  
 Norwalk, Ohio
candidates for undergraduate degrees 
 fall 2018
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Louthan, Joshua R.  
 Bartlesville
Lu, Ryan Wally  
 Tulsa
Matthews-Vidato, Christian A.  
 Oklahoma City
Melton, Kaci Nicole  
 Oklahoma City
Misini, Enis  
 Kosovo
Mixon, D'Andra M.  
 Chandler
Moore, Brandy M.  
 Yukon
Morales, Niel Abel 
  Edmond
Mousavizadegan, Joseph Andrew  
 Edmond
Nguyen, Linh H.  
 Oklahoma City
Opene, Patrick  
 Oklahoma City
Reyes, Maria G.  
 Oklahoma City
Sanogo, Sarah Maria  
 Edmond
Skeeters, Zackary Levi  
 Midwest City
Smith, Kally Anne  
 Midwest City
Thavanandam, Theeban  
 Shah Alam, Malaysia
Vasquez, Celina Jangme  
 Edmond
Walker, Caitlyn R.  
 Midwest City
Warren, Alec Royce  
 Edmond
(Insurance & Risk 
Management) 
Battistoni, Danielle Botilou  
 Abidjan, Ivory Coast
Nguyen, Hang Thi  
 Yukon
Sade, Caleb S.  
 Piedmont




Clark, Kyle G.  
 Oklahoma City
Lawrence, Blaine  
 Moore
Quezada, Christopher R.  
 Oklahoma City
Ta, Shannon T.  
 Oklahoma City
(Operations & Supply Chain 
Management)
Hixson, Landrea M.  
 Prague
Holdridge, Jessica Rebecca  
 Moore
Hwang, Donkyu  
 Seoul, South Korea
Nguyen, Nicholas J.  
 Oklahoma City
Samara, Laila Tarek - Magna Cum Laude  
Yukon
Management
Basham, DeLayna M. - Summa Cum Laude  
Edmond
Childress, Mackenzie Cameron  
 Oklahoma City
Davis, Katelyn A.  
 Midwest City
Fravert, Ashley N.  
 Oklahoma City
McCurtain, Marissa Dawn  
 Oklahoma City
Murdock, Samantha Abigail  
 Summa Cum Laude - Oklahoma City
Prieto, Isvin  
 Bartlesville
Raley, Blake W.  
 Oologah
Redin Wallstedt, Jacob Love  
 Vasteras, Sweden
Rentfro, Breanna E.  
 Oklahoma City
Shaw, Mark Wyley  
 Edmond
Skold, Daniel  
 Stockholm, Sweden
Tovar, Juan V.  
 Fresno, California




Bollingmo, Nicole  
 Oklahoma City
Davison, Morgan D.  
 Guthrie
Diaz, Erika  
 Purcell
Evans, Amilla  
 Fayetteville, Arkansas
Garrity, Cassandra K.  
 Choctaw
Griffin, Kalie J.  
 Edmond
Hayes, Kyle E.  
 Edmond
Jeansonne, Jeremiah Ellis  
 Bridge Creek
King, Donna Sophia - STLR  
 Parker, Colorado
McHale, Latonya Renee  
 Moore
Mette, Hannah Leanne  
 Summa Cum Laude - STLR - Ardmore
Prescott, Thomas Michael  
 Edmond
Russell, Cynthia Karen  
 Guthrie
Sisemore, Darci K.  
 Newcastle
Stolbach, Jordan T.  
 Mustang
Weiss, Hannah C.  
 Edmond
Williams, Veangele M.  
 Basseterre, St Kitts and Nevis
(PGA Golf Management)
Ruiz Nava, Alberto 
 Los Cabos, Mexico
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Marketing
Alonzo, Derek J.  
 Edmond
Alvarado, Ana Karen  
 Newcastle
Blankenship, Kaci D.  
 Durant
Bond, Jenny  
 Tulsa
Danmusa, Oladipo Daniel  
 Ikeja, Nigeria
DeGroot, Gabriel Timothy - STLR  
Piedmont
Diehl, Chelsea E.  
 Houston, Texas
Drennan, Brian A. - STLR  
 Oklahoma City
Efaw, Nicholas Frederick  
 Oklahoma City
Eldridge, Curtis Lee  
 Edmond
Gill, Zach Thomas  
 Edmond
Hartley, Katarina M.  
 Harrah
Hill, Eric  
 Fort Collins, Colorado
Lazo, Aezel Faith S.  
 Manila, Philippines
Park, Soyoung  
 Busan, South Korea
Reynolds, Duncan  
 Oklahoma City
Stine Jr., John Emerson - STLR  
 Edmond
Sutton, Jarrett Douglas  
 Edmond
Worley, Kassidi A.  
 Ponca City
Yang, Jonghyeok  
 Incheon, South Korea
(Professional Selling)
Alexander, Peyton Elizabeth - STLR  
Okmulgee
Briegge, Kaytlyn Lanee  
 Perry
Collier, Lavenrina - Cum Laude  
 Oklahoma City
Everhart, Jacob  
 Oklahoma City
Keenan, Ashley N. - STLR  
 Edmond
Nail, Thomas Price  
 Amarillo, Texas




Alonzo, Derek J.  
 Edmond
Armstrong, Eli  
 Edmond
Barry, Andrea Lynn - Magna Cum Laude  
Mustang
Chen, Hong  
 Fuzhou, China
Chow, Ka Khui - Cum Laude  
 Malaysia
Chuculate, Levi Thomas  
 Heavener
Crotty, Bailey M.  
 Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin
DeArmond, Riley  
 Oklahoma City
Dodd, Falyn  
 Edmond
Flores, Eddy  
 Pomona, California
Froehlich, Daniel J. - Magna Cum Laude  
Midwest City 
Grayson, Kayla J.  
 Wellston
Grove, Kari Michelle  
 Oklahoma City
Holloway-Wright, Andrinee J.  
 Warr Acres
Hrncir, Phillip Wayne  
 Tulsa
Huffman, Robyn Sandra  
 Cape Town, South Africa
Hurley, Stephanie D.  
 Midwest City
James, Tyler Austin - Cum Laude  
 Oklahoma City
Jefferson, Juanitta  
 Alderson
Kim, Boyoung  
 Busan, South Korea
Laffoon, Kristy Dawn  
 Tuttle
Le, Lien  
 Oklahoma City
Le, Yen Vo Ngoc  
 Vietnam
Mack, Katelyn Gayle  
 Harrah
Mandrell, Jennifer  
 Luther
McDonald, Ryan M.  
 Jones
Mitchell, Kathrine May  
 Oklahoma City
Nguyen, Thao Thi - Magna Cum Laude  
Yukon
Noel, Jessie Rae  
 Tulsa
Okumu, Jared Okoth  
 Nairobi, Kenya
Ordonez, Walter Artemio  
 Oklahoma City
Patel, Alisha S.  
 Oklahoma City
Perry, Trinisha  
 Oklahoma City
Phillips, Sienna - STLR  
 Bethel Acres
Plaudis, Zachary James  
 Oklahoma City
Regier, Bailey Renee  
 Weatherford
Reyes, Maria G.  
 Oklahoma City
Wallo, Catalina  
 Edmond
Washburn, Morgan Rae  
 Yukon
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Wilson, Phillip Michael  
 Cushing
Yoo, Soyoon  
 Seoul, South Korea







Alves, Helena Alia  
 Oklahoma City
Arrey, Brittney Tabe  
 Bowie, Maryland
Ashley, Faith-Joel - STLR  
 Broken Arrow
Been, Chelsea A.  
 Dewar
Bernabe, Raquel  
 Oaxaca, Mexico
Bothroyd, Caroline Elizabeth  
 Guthrie
Bramblett, Jaira Nicole - STLR  
 Mustang
Branson, Cheyenne Autumn  
 Summa Cum Laude - 
New Hanover Township, New Jersey
Bratcher, Michelle Nicole  
 Oklahoma City
Breece, Joshua Stephen  
 Edmond
Dake, Christopher Jack - Cum Laude  
Oklahoma City
Dillard Schmitz, Brenda Ann  
 Elk City
Ferrell, James Darnell - STLR  
 Katy, Texas
Frazier, Justin E.  
 Oklahoma City
Gilbert, Shayna  
 Macomb
Glidewell, Kaitlyn LeighAnn   
 Warr Acres
Granados, Lluvia Ruby 
 El Paso, Texas
Green, Brenna Kaye - STLR  
 Madill
Hartman, Madison Dawn  
 Yukon
Hill, Lauren R.  
 Edmond
Jennings, Emily Paige  
 Duncan
Jones, Emily R.  
 Edmond
Leach, Lauren Cathay  
 Oklahoma City
Lewis, David Preston  
 Moore
Lozada, Benjamin Miguel 
  Mustang
Lyons, Madison D.  
 McAlester
Maldonado, Gracielita Odaris  
 Cum Laude - Oklahoma City
Marzolf, Keyton Ray  
 Mustang
Middleton, Asheley Lynn  
 Enid
Miller, Catheren  
 Moore
Montes, Eduardo - STLR  
 Oklahoma City
Pinion, Vincent Ray  
 Shawnee
Rivera, Alejandra  
 San Diego, California
Riveros Gomez, Valentina - STLR  
 Bogata, Columbia
Salinas, Joseph Anthony  
 Moore
Smithers, Ebone Nicole - STLR  
 Fort Worth, Texas
Stephens, Misha N.  
 Oklahoma City
Terrell, Elizabeth Ann R.  
 Prague
Thompson, Jynnissa Dayle  
 Blackwell
Uhr, Kasady R. - Magna Cum Laude  
 Yukon
Wesnidge, Chelsea Nicole - STLR  
 Newcastle
Wright, Harley Nicole 
 Fort Worth, Texas
Wright, Kyle Eugene  
 Guthrie
Bachelor of Science
Career, Technical & 
Workforce Development
(Family and Consumer 
Science)
Carter, Carlye Paige  
 Oklahoma City
Owens, Tricia  
 Oklahoma City
Snyder, Savannah P. - STLR  
 Gracemont
(Trade and Industrial)
Southern, Julia Ann  
 Yukon
Community/Public Health




Robinson, Anthony Lewis  
 Edmond
Thompson, Margaret Nneka  
 Oklahoma City
Waddell, Savannah Rae  
 Magna Cum Laude - Oklahoma City




Coffman, Kassidy Drew - Cum Laude  
Guthrie
Connel, Kasia Lynn - Cum Laude  
 Ardmore
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Gentry, Anyaae Chalisse  
 Oklahoma City
Gibson, Ashley N. - STLR - Cum Laude  
Tuttle
Green, Ashley Lynn  
 Choctaw
Hastings, Faith A.  
 Lexington Park, Maryland
Kang, Hyeji  
 Seoul, South Korea
Larkins, Summer N.  
 Spencer
Lloyd, Katherine G. - Cum Laude  
 Norman
Mendieta, Nayma  
 Oklahoma CIty
Russell, Olivia L.  
 Edmond
Threatt, KayCee  
 Oklahoma City
Wood, Morgan N.  
 Oklahoma City
(Marriage & Family)
Elledge, Addison K.  
 Edmond
Espinoza, Kathleen Daisy  
 Oklahoma City
Gentles, Kymesha Delise  
 Tulsa
Hall, Carly Michael  
 Magna Cum Laude - STLR - Edmond
Hidalgo, Amber N. - Cum Laude  
 Edmond
Jackson, Marielle E. - Magna Cum Laude  
Cordell
Meyers Segoviano, Maks Uriel  
 Cum Laude - Oklahoma City
Solomon, Destini Shawn  
 Edmond
Thomas, Allona G.  
 Midwest City
Fashion Marketing
Johnson, Mary Payton  
 Oklahoma City
Kays, Hannah Beth  
 Independence, Kansas
Sloan, Ashlyn Nicole  
 Anadarko
Suddath, Faith Anne  
 Choctaw
General Studies
Anderson, Gerald Don  
 Yukon
Archie, Janine  
 Detroit, Michigan
Banister, Lexi Diane  
 Edmond
Benson, Briley Kay - STLR  
 Poteau
Binns, Brandy N.  
 Moore
Booze, Theresa - STLR  
 Oklahoma City
Brown, Andy  
 Norman
Brown, Justin  
 Broken Arrow
Brown, Ronald K.  
 Oklahoma City
Burks III, Charlie G.  
 Wilson
Butler, Skyler L.  
 Idabel
Clark, Debra Lynn - Cum Laude  
 Edmond
Cleer, Ashton LeeAnn  
 San Antonio, Texas
Contreras-Peed, Cecilia  
 Lima, Peru
Cook, Morgan  
 Weatherford
Cox, Catherine Colleen - STLR  
 Tecumseh
Daniels, Shane M.  
 Oklahoma City
Davis, Madison Mikel - Magna Cum Laude  
Choctaw
De La Torre, Ana L.  
 Laverne
Demers, Ronald Gordon  
 Oklahoma City
Dove, Lindsay  
 Oklahoma City
Dukes, Brady  
 Moore
Dye, Kelsey Dawn  
 Sparks
Esparza, Thomas Joseph  
 Edmond
Ferchau, Brian G.  
 Oklahoma City
Ferencich, Alyssa Rose  
 Choctaw
Gallegos, Isaac 
  Oklahoma City
Glidewell, Gabrielle Rose  
 Summa Cum Laude - STLR - Moore
Gorbaty, Jason Aaron  
 Aurora, Colorado
Harris, Brandi M.  
 Stillwater
Harris, Carrie Rae  
 Edmond
Heck, Sarah Lynn  
 Virginia Beach, Virginia
Henderson, Stephon  
 Spencer
Herndon, Taylor James  
 Oklahoma City
Higdon, Barry Edward  
 Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Hill, Tyler  
 El Reno
Howland, Stetson L. - Magna Cum Laude  
Perry
Jo, Ye Rok  
 Suncheon, South Korea
Johnson, Jamesha 
  Lawton
Jordan, Candace  
 Oklahoma City
Kaplan, Shelby L.  
 Edmond
Kilburn, William Jackson  
 Edmond
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King, Cory Taylor  
 Oklahoma City
Knisely, Tonya A.  
 Midwest City
Lambert, Tyler  
 Edmond
Lay (Grove), Ashleigh Dawn  
 Flower Mound, Texas
Looman, Lindsay  
 Norman
Looney, Jessica Denise  
 Davis
Lopez, Alicia R.  
 Oklahoma City
Ly, Mary Janelle 
 Oklahoma City
Martinez, Michael J.  
 Oklahoma City
Mattingly, Austin James  
 Edmond
McBride, Heather  
 Guthrie
McCollom, Mika Marie  
 Oklahoma City
McDonald, Kent Lee  
 Guthrie
McGuire, Kilby Sean  
 Midwest City
McMenamy, Kristin  
 Oklahoma City
McMillen, Chase Anthony  
 Midwest City
Miles, Danielle Ginae  
 Oklahoma City
Mills, Rachel L. - Magna Cum Laude  
 Edmond
Moore, Essance Renee  
 Oklahoma City
Moore, Shaje S.  
 Lawton
Morales, Griselda Carina  
 Altus
Morris, Catelin Celeste  
 Duncan
Mueggenborg, Megan Nicole  
 Edmond
Muwafaq, Nabaa M.  
 Edmond
Nash, Brianna Machelle  
 Vinita
Nell, Charles Jack  
 Tulsa
Nelson, Emma Leigh  
 Piedmont
Nones, Amanda Elizabeth  
 Cordell
Oakley, Jacob Claron - Cum Laude  
 Jenks
Payne, Christopher R.  
 Edmond
Pfieffer, Tonya Lynn  
 Jones
Phanelson, Na'eemah R.  
 Jenks
Ponce, Christine Marie  
 Lawton
Rajiah, Selena Devi  
 Mauritius
Reagor, Jasmine N.  
 Okmulgee
Reynolds, Amy K.  
 Yukon
Rice, Vicky  
 Corpus Christi, Texas
Richardson, Alexandria Michelle  
 Edmond
Roper, Danielle N.  
 Tulsa
Shaw, Amy  
 Bethany
Shelton, DeAnna Faith  
 Oklahoma City
Shelton, Jacie D.  
 Liberal, Kansas
Smiddy, Mary Ann  
 Oklahoma City
Smith, Jonathan R. - Cum Laude  
 Moore
Smothers, Monica L. - Cum Laude  
 Oklahoma City 
Sosanya, Michael  
 Edmond
Spears, Kaci  
 Moore
Sperry, Brittani Elaine  
 Sonora, Texas
Stewart, Jonathan Austin  
 Moore
Tanner, Quincey Wayne  
 Yukon
Taylor, Kyle M.  
 Oklahoma City
Thomason, Lauren N. - Cum Laude  
 Oklahoma City
Thorman, Brady Kyle  
 Okmulgee
Turner, Destiny Anne  
 Enid
Veuleman, Autumn  
 Coweta
Wabnitz, Paul  
 Kingston
Walker, Malik D.  
 Spiro
Walker, Myre  
 Paris, Texas
Watts, Ashley M.  
 Shawnee
Watts, Jennifer Crystal  
 Norman
White, Karen Ann  
 Lubbock, Texas
Winrow, LeShelby N.  
 Oklahoma City
York, Carly J.  
 El Reno
Young, Sara Bangsri 
  Altus
Industrial Safety
Adkins, Andrew Michael  
 Moore
Almatar, Mohammed  
 Dammam, Saudi Arabia
Austin, Seth Matthew  
 Tyler, Texas
Bauer, Meghan Elizabeth - STLR  
 Yukon
u n i v e r s i t y  o f  c e n t r a l  o k l a h o m a
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Beck, Charles Alan  
 Velma
Best, Jacquelyn Brittany  
 Moore
Burarin, Henry G.  
 Oklahoma City
Cameron, Cole - STLR   
 Kingfisher
Coomes, Thomas - Magna Cum Laude  
Yukon
Haag, Brant D.  
 Oklahoma City
Haley, Wells C.  
 Edmond
Harris, Tyler Caine  
 Oologah
Hart, Torey Joseph  
 Moore
Johns, Nicholas Field  
 Oologah
Krout, Wiley Todd 
 Piedmont
LeBlanc, Trevor Allan  
 Squamish, Canada
Looper, Michael Jennings  
 Fairland
Menendez, Garrett John  
 Enid
Noll, Cody J.  
 Jones
Powelson, Dillon L.  
 Edmond
Reyes, Benjamin E.  
 Moore
Schiller, Patrick Hayden  
 Austin, Texas
Snider, Cole Griffin  
 Chandler
Speer, John T.  
 Oklahoma City
Stallworth, Gage Alexander  
 Cushing
Teter, Lauren B.  
 Edmond
Valles Herrera, Hugo  
 Hennessey
Wilder III, Robert V.  
 Newcastle
Woolley, Kelli Elizabeth  
 Edmond





Carlsen, Ashley N.  
 Edmond
Lenoir, Anthony Stuart  
 Altus
Matthews, Traviah Rayshawn  
 Moore
Smith, Stephanie N.  
 Medford
Sommer, Dayne - Cum Laude  
 Fort Worth, Texas
Willson, Karli L.  
 Edmond
(Outdoor & Community 
Recreation)
Breazeale, Allison Renee  
 Magna Cum Laude - Arcadia
Crum, Matthew  
 Harrah
Nutrition, Dietetics and 
Food Management
Samara-Baxter, Samia (Sarah) Singer  
 Edmond
Organizational Leadership
Adams, Erin Delise  
 Norman
Bertram, Joshua C.  
 Midwest City
Blassengill, Candace  
 Spencer
Calhoun, Talesha R. - STLR  
 Anadarko
Clayborn, Brandon L.  
 Bethany
Cosby, Nanci - Magna Cum Laude  
 Mustang
Cowsert, Ellen Aleise M.  
 Oklahoma City
Dorman, Myeasha Diane  
 Oklahoma City
Douglas, Mackenzie Camille - STLR  
 Oklahoma City
Fieth, Ashley Lynn  
 Manteca, California
Goodman, Hunter  
 Oklahoma City
Hart, Lorrie Dawn  
 Midwest City
Henderson, Jason Michael  
 Harrah
Hill, Joel  
 Midwest City
Houghton, Kerri M.  
 Wewoka
Howell, Dianna  
 Choctaw
Ichi, Acheseopalima  
 Edmond
Johnson, Chance Cleave  
 Del City
Joyce, Dorothy Marie - Magna Cum Laude  
Edmond
King, Ashlee N.  
 Choctaw
Liebe, Lenard A.  
 Edmond
Lively, Melissa A.  
 Kingfisher
Nichols, James Alan   
 Choctaw
Perry, Susan M. - Summa Cum Laude  
Oklahoma City
Pruett, Mackenzie Anne  
 Ponca City
Rowlett, Shelly  
 Yukon
Sale, Jazton K.  
 Edmond
Schleis, Stacie Michelle  
 Tuttle
Schreiber, Tammy Teresa  
 Bethany
c o m m e n c e m e n t  -  f a l l  2 0 1 8
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Smith, Corey M.  
 Edmond
Soles, Cassidy N.  
 Yukon
Stark, Hannah  
 Moore
Terry, Joey D.  
 Choctaw
Vancuren, Amber  
 Miami
Velasquez, Janae Charee  
 Chickasha
Webb, Ronneisha Ann  
 Oklahoma City
Westrope V, Thomas Richard  
 Edmond
Wright, Steven E.  
 Oklahoma City
Speech/Language Pathology
Taylor, Maison Lane  
 Henryetta
Bachelor of Science in 
Education
Early Childhood Education
Abernathy, Torey Macall  
 Edmond
Brown, Caitlyn Nicole  
 Sulphur
Bryan, Miranda Morgan  
 Summa Cum Laude - Edmond
Crouch, Tiffany Diane  
 Oklahoma City
Curren, Adrienne Nicole  
 Newcastle
DiSalvatore, Rachel Noel  
 Oklahoma City
Grajeda, Jocelyn  
 San Jose, California
Ham, Hannah Kathryn  
 Guthrie
Harville, Rebecca Ann - Magna Cum Laude 
Edmond
Hodges, McKinle D. - Magna Cum Laude  
Enid
Holmes, Peyton A.  
 Edmond
Johnson, Kayla Wynema  
 Elmore City
Kusbel, Lusero  
 Oklahoma City
McKinzie, Haley J.  
 Depew
Messner, Catherine Anne  
 Summa Cum Laude - STLR - Edmond
Michela, Carley Nicole  
 Collinsville
Morris, Emily D.  
 Choctaw
Nguyen, Tresa Hoang  
 Oklahoma City
Pierce, Molly Katherine  
 Durant
Reed, Harlee I.  
 Little Axe
Robinson, Tamra Lee  
 Oklahoma City
Salafia, Jeralindean Jonea  
 McAlester
Warmoth, Hannah Marie  
 Summa Cum Laude - STLR - Edmond





Adams, James Anthony   
 Oklahoma City
Ahmed, Hadiqa S.  
 Oklahoma City
Allen, Veronica N.  
 Edmond
Barnes, Jessica Renee - Cum Laude  
 Oklahoma City
Berryhill, Kaylea Anne  
 Guthrie
Brown, Jeffrey  
 Choctaw
Cheatwood, Jennifer R.  
 Shawnee
Colley, Mariel Basemat  
 Edmond
Curry, Celise Ann - STLR  
 Edmond
Davenport, Mytala Nasha  
 Lawton
Earnheart, Sidney L. - STLR 
 Yukon
Elias, Nicole Lynn 
 Summa Cum Laude - STLR - Bartlesville
Estrada, Hilda J.  
 Zacateca, Mexico
Fain, Bailey E.  
 Edmond
Flannery, Samantha Gray  
 Mustang
Fleming, Kristen M.  
 Oklahoma City
Henson, Savannah N. - Magna Cum Laude  
Moore
Herbert, Roxanne Rochelle - STLR  
 Piedmont
Herron, Madison Leigh  
 Edmond
Hoag, Tiffany Lee  
 Oklahoma City
Jacques, Amy  
 Oklahoma City
Lazzara, Erin - Magna Cum Laude  
 Oklahoma City
Lehew, Kennedy N.  
 Oklahoma City
Lott, Cambrea Noel  
 McAlester
Marley, Kelly P. - Cum Laude  
 Oklahoma City
Martin, Leticia  
 Austin, Texas
Mayden, Danielle - Cum Laude  
 Oklahoma City
Moore, Tiffany Dawn - Magna Cum Laude  
Moore
Oak, Carly A.  
 Edmond
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Parent, Jessi Len  
 Ponca City
Pierce, Andrew P.  
 Norman
Prothro, Courtney  
 Oklahoma City
Reeder, Katharine J.  
 Edmond
Scalf, Hunter Shay   
 Marlow
Stamps, Kaitlynn E. - Magna Cum Laude  
Newalla
Stillwell, Christina K.  
 Bethany
Stout, Jamie Lynn - Cum Laude  
 Oklahoma City
Stucki, Caitlyn L.  
 Kingfisher
Tabor, Sarah Janet - Summa Cum Laude  
Oklahoma City
Tate, Jillian E.  
 Midwest City
Thompson, MacKenzie Suzanne  
 Little Rock, Arkansas
Vaverka, Hailey M.  
 Hennessey
Physical Education/Health
Denwalt, Lane Eric  
 Piedmont
Fyfe, McKenzie Jo  
 Grand Island, Nebraska




Austin, Sarah Lanita  
 Columbus, Georgia
Brinlee, Breanna E.  
 Midwest City
Dawkins, Madison Layne  
 Yukon
Dodd, Kelsie Lynn  
 Seattle, Washington
Durant, Cassidy Anne - STLR  
 Oklahoma City
Farrar, Elizabeth  
 Moore
McCoy, Edna Villanueva - STLR  
 Oklahoma City
Miller, Kelsey Jordan - STLR  
 Midwest City
Reynolds, Lindzy Nicole  
 Magna Cum Laude - Jay
Ritter, Justine Nicole - STLR  
 Norman
Savage, Paige Leeann 
 Magna Cum Laude - STLR - Oklahoma City
(Severe-Profound/Multiple 
Disabilities)
Beck, Megan Elizabeth  
 Tulsa
Ola, Samantha C.  
 Oklahoma City 
Smith, Desirey Louise  
 Harrah
College of Fine Arts 
& Design




Blackwell, Kyle Wesley   
 McKinney, Texas
Coe, Mitchell  
 Moore
Elder, Louie B.  
 Oklahoma City
Hill, Bradley Austin  
 Glenpool
McCombs, Mackenzie Dannell  
 Edmond
Palmore, Angelica S.  
 Oklahoma City
Seely, Adam Chistopher  
 Oklahoma City
Tierney, Sarah McKenzie  
 Tulsa
Watkins, Christopher Maxwell  
 With Honors - Chicago, Illinois
(Performance)
Barrow, Holly Beth  
 Oklahoma City
Breasette, Alexis L.  
 Mustang
Crowl, Sage Conner  
 Hinton
Getz, Ashley Nicole  
 Mustang
Lindley, Trevor Thomas Lofton  
 Kiowa, Kansas
Massad, Sophia C.  
 Edmond
McDaniel, Kendall N.  
 Blanchard
Staudt, Maxwell Joseph  
 Guthrie
Wood, Matison Cashe  
 Mustang
(Production)
Adams, Stuart B.  
 Moore
Bell, Elijah H.  
 Midwest City
Dodd, Aric Alan 
 Fort Smith, Arkansas
Dunbar, Robert  
 Miami, Florida
Filippone, Austin  
 Yukon
Gomez, Ariana Elena  
 San Antonio, Texas
Horton, Christian Fredrick  
 Overland Park, Kansas
Machtolff, Gilson Gregory  
 Guthrie
Schotta, Stephen Thomas  
 Eureka Springs, Arkansas
Walkup, Alexander D.    
Bethany
Webber, Stephanie Nicole  
 Vík í Mýrdal, Iceland
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White, Augustus Craig  
 Perkins
White, Brandon  
 Tulsa




Frantz, Jacob Henry  
 Bethany
Global Art & Visual Culture
Reyes, Olivia Elizabeth - STLR  
 Midwest City
Music
Wood, Benjamin Joseph  
 Oklahoma City
Bachelor of Arts in 
Education
Art Education
Borum, Amber Nicole  
 Oklahoma City
Martin, Kristen Ann - STLR  
 Stillwater
Mohamud, Fatima Saeed - STLR  
 Yukon




Blackwell, Kyle Wesley  
 McKinney, Texas
Clem, Wyatt N.  
 Tuttle
Deitchman, Ross Mackenzie  
 Harrah
Higgins, Kylee - Cum Laude  
 Moore
Stafford, Griffin W.  
 Tulsa
Vaughan, Michael P.  
 Tulsa
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Art
(Studio Art)
Crosby, Larisa Christine  
 Phoenix, Arizona
Manrique, Kayla Juneko  
 Choctaw
Dance
Corrales, Samuel  
 Oklahoma City
Fronko, Falan Olivia 
  Edmond




Albahrani, Maryam Adel I.  
 Al Hasa, Saudi Arabia




Herber, Brook Christine  
 Magna Cum Laude - Mustang
Stevens, Hannah Michelle  
 Wagoner










Dean, Colten Ryan - Cum Laude  
 Oklahoma City
Garrett, Jonathan Xavier  
 Oklahoma City
Thomas, Tyler P. - STLR  
 Oklahoma City
(Music Theatre)
Brown, Ryan Lee  
 Ponca City
Hamilton, Madison Kryslyn  
 Oklahoma City
Smith, Karlin Mckenzie  
 Edmond
(Percussions Performance)
Woods, Kenneth Ray  
 Chickasha
(Vocal Performance)
Conner, Sydney - Magna Cum Laude - STLR 
Houston, Texas
Tran, Tina - Cum Laude 
 Oklahoma City




Alexander, Dresan Lucas  
 Bartlesville
Perez, Ana Carmen  
 Altus
Reed, Maxwell Lawson - STLR  
 Oklahoma City
Schnellier, Natalie Sue - STLR  
 Danville, Illinois
Woods, Kenneth Ray  
 Chickasha
(Vocal)
Beleele, Alisha Suzanne - STLR  
 Edmond
Crull, Collin B. - Magna Cum Laude  
 Edmond
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Assaleh, David Christopher  
 Enid
Cera, Alexander  
 Edmond
Chavez, Angel Gabriel  
 Enid
Cooper, Abigail Marie  
 Edmond
Cornelius, Shannen Denece  
 Tulsa
De Luna Curry, Denisse  
 Oklahoma City
Demastus, Jenna Rose 
 Ada
Flanagan, Morgan S. - Summa Cum Laude  
Plano, Texas
Franklin, Kendell Ray  
 Oklahoma City
Harris, Ashley  
 Millersport, Ohio
Johnson, Lydera Deandra  
 Nassau, Bahamas
Joyce, Justin A.  
 McAlester
Marin, Salvador  
 Moore
Marquette, Anne Marie  
 Owasso
Marsico, Chris Day  
 Weatherford
Mosley, Blake Ashlynn  
 Caddo
Nicholson, Destiny N.  
 Haworth
Raper, Amanda J.  
 Maud
Roberts, Baylee   
 Enid
Roberts, Madison Renee  
 Broken Arrow
Self, Sheridan B.  
 Norman
Seshie, Fanny  
 Ghana
Simon, Austin Mitchell 
 Owasso
Teske, Kendall J. - Cum Laude  
 Enid
Thomas, Jaylon D.  
 Oklahoma City
Tristan, Cassandra Magalie  
 Dallas. Texas
Velez, Anthony  
 Checotah
Zhang, Qi  
 Lanzhou, China
(Police)
Eastman, Phillip George  
 Oklahoma City
Garcia, Fabian  
 Oklahoma City
Horton, Lunden Kaye  
 Edmond
Malson, Joshua V.  
 Blackwell
Martin, Carley J.  
 Edmond
McClurkin, Matthew Vernon  
 Wellston
Smith, Cory M. - STLR  
 Edmond
Tornini, Anthony J.  
 Edmond
Woodrell, Wyatt A.  
 Cleveland
English
Brooks, Emily A. - Summa Cum Laude  
Searcy, Arkansas
Brown, Rebekah Michele  
 Honolulu, Hawaii
Chambers, Sarah J.L. - Summa Cum Laude  
Norman
Cortes, Amber D.  
 Guthie
Dempsey, Braiele  
 Midwest City
Harvel, Jacie Nicole  
 Piedmont
Jones, J'Lecia Gigi  
 Tulsa
Lockwood, Courtney E. 
 Summa Cum Laude - Mustang
Maraboyina, Rageni  
 Edmond
McCurdy, Stephanie  
 Enid
Rhoads, Cathlyn Janel - STLR  
 Del City
Spence, Whitney Rae - Summa Cum Laude  
Tishomingo
Story, Trevour L.  
 Meeker
Werneke, Peter D.  
 Oklahoma City
(Creative Studies)
Womack, Nicole Christian  
 Oklahoma City
(Creative Writing)
Carnall, Caitlin M.  
 Coyle
Helmig, Angela Dawn  
 Miami
Hindman, Dakota W.  
 Choctaw
McConnell, Kelly Meghan - Cum Laude  
Edmond
Stutzman, Shelli Dawn  
 Kansas City, Missouri
Thomas, Megan Chelsea  
 Tulsa
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White, Ross Joseph  
 Edmond




Deckard, Emalee D.  
 Yukon
(History)
Evans, Austen P.  
 Cashion
Pelt, Tuesdae D. - STLR  
 Oklahoma City
(Museum Studies)
McNutt, Hannah A.  
 Tulsa
Phillips, Jennifer Marie  
 Mojave, California
Humanities





Armstrong, Andrew David  
 Edmond
Bonsall, Shelby L.  
 Moore
(Professional Media)
Adams, Taylor Madison  
 Oklahoma City
An, Sieun  
 Seongnam, South Korea
Baldwin, Nathan Dale  
 Columbia, Missouri
Barnett, Scott A.  
 Oklahoma City
Bender, Patrick Ryan  
 Edmond
Breasette, Austin James  
 Summa Cum Laude - Mustang
Denson, Morgan N.  
 Broken Arrow
Garza, Mason A.  
 Oklahoma City
Moseley, Austin Thomas  
 Magna Cum Laude - Edmond
Presley, Mayona Rose  
 Wichita, Kansas
Slay, Elisabeth JayAnne - STLR  
 Norman
Southerland, Sarah Terese  
 Cordell
Thomas, Chris L.  
 Shawnee
Williams, Lacey Marie  
 Edmond
(Strategic Communication)




Robinson, Alixandrea Suzette  
 Norman
(Spanish)
Diaz Potter, Olga C. 
 Summa Cum Laude - STLR - Norman
Hall, Samantha Lee  
 Duncan
Santos, Brooke  
 Oklahoma City
Philosophy
Gillmore, Amber  
 Edmond
Wood, Ethan Wayne - STLR  
 Crescent
Photographic Arts
Edenburn, Sidney  
 Edmond
Miller, Andrea Kristen  
 Edmond
Norris, Laura Marie  
 Del City
Seely, Jordan R.  
 Edmond
Shoemate, Porscha Nicole  
 Blythe, California
Taylor, Lauren Kathleen  
 Edmond
Willard, Paxton Leigh  
 Norman
Political Science
Bhasin, Mehar  
 Chandigarh, India
Bivings, Brandon A.  
 Choctaw
Caleb, Regina Daun  
 Oklahoma City
Conner, Skylar D.  
 Edmond
Johnson, Damon  
 Chickasha
Lynch, Austin Lee - STLR  
 Bartlesville
McClain, Ashley M.  
 Oklahoma City
Nephew, Robert Lawrence  
 Gowanda, New York
Parra, Geronimo Javier  
 Bethany
Pipkin, Winnifred Elizabeth Ann  
 Duncan
Pittman, Jourdan Tyler  
 Tulsa
Spencer, Sereena B.  
 Elk Grove, California
Viney, Gaylon LaShon  
 Del City
(Public Administration)
Kajirwa, Edigar Kavogi  
 Nairobi, Kenya
Pennington, Jennifer Dawn  
 Edmond
Sociology
Alexander, Natalie  
 Acton, California
Allen, Shanda  
 Vincennes, Indiana
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Bagy, Melissa  
 Del City
Bowlan, Amanda Hart  
 Boston, Massachusetts
Boyd, Christian Taylor  
 Tulsa
Brock, Piper Lee  
 Bethany
Bugarin, Ana Laura  
 Oklahoma City
Cantwell, Kirstie E. 
 Duncan
Cole, Leah R.  
 Oklahoma City
Combs, Ashley Gabriella  
 Midwest City
Creah, Keisha  
 Norman
Dobey, McKinzie Shae  
 Guthrie
Graham, Kimberley Kay  
 Yukon
Hardeman, Michaela M.  
 Norman
Herring, Amanda  
 Jones
Hutchinson, Cainan W.  
 Edmond
Jarvis, Hannah Jessica Rose  
 Guthrie
Jones, Allyson Leigh  
 Moore
Jones, Briana Adia  
 Oklahoma City
Macfarlane, Rylee - STLR  
 Midwest City
Manful, Theresa A.  
 Oklahoma City
Martinez, Lorena  
 Oklahoma City
Matthews, Garrett J.  
 Lenapah
Orrostieta, Ariela Luisa  
 Norman
Reyes, Cindy  
 Oklahoma City




Woodfork, Aubry S.  
 Oklahoma City
Ziebarth, David Frank  
 Sauk Rapids, Minnesota
(Human Services)
Beebe, Kaylah Rae  
 Duncan
Boyd, Kyla Nicole  
 Guthrie
Crespin, Emely  
 Oklahoma City
Demarsh, Edwina  
 Oklahoma City
Fipps, Elizabeth L. - Summa Cum Laude  
Choctaw
Groves, Laura Jean  
 Newcastle
Hawkins, Eliza D.  
 Oklahoma City
Hernandez, Crystal Edith  
 Oklahoma City
Peirce, Aubree M.  
 Bristow
Richardson, Destiny Lynn  
 Chickasha
Russell, Michaela Richelle  
 Del City
Smith, Hunter  
 Blackwell
(Substance Abuse Studies)
Gailey, Kathy L.  
 Edmond
Harmon-Bivins, Toya Deann 
 St. Paul, Minnesota
Norris, Kelli L.  
 El Reno
Strategic Communication
Anaya, Vanessa Evangelina  
 Sanger, California
Asmadi, Nur Dalila  
 Negeri Sembilan, Malaysia
Cathey, Megan E. - Cum Laude  
 Stillwater
Cox, Hannah S. 
 McKinney, Texas
Cranford, Rebecca R.  
 Carney
Crowell, Kaelea Lynn  
 Yukon
Dickenson, Morgan  
 Edmond
Dudley, Kacee L.  
 Midwest City
Dugan, Zachery L. - Cum Laude - STLR  
McAlester
Foley, Katelinn J.  
 Edmond
Goodrich, Allyson C. 
 Tulsa
Johnson, Michael R.  
 Enid
Jones, Kelsey  
 Mustang
Leinneweber, Kayla Marie  
 Summa Cum Laude - STLR - Newalla
Looper, Colton Campbell  
 Perry
McClung, Haley C.  
 Lawton
Morse, Rachel L.  
 Yukon
Phillips, Taylor Joanne - Cum Laude  
 Edmond
Valverde, Jordan A.  
 Tulsa
Bachelor of Arts in 
Education
English Education
Bailey Stewart, Whitney K.  
 Moore
Bond, Madeline Elaine - Cum Laude  
 Bethel Acres
Bothe, Morgan Chelsea  
 Magna Cum Laude - Broken Bow
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Bowen, Madeline Faye  
 Oklahoma City
Hunt, Tori Markae  
 Moore
Inselman, Mary  
 Shawnee
LanCaster, Katelyn Taylore  
 Sulphur
Miller, Hannah M. - Magna Cum Laude  
Edmond
Scales, Samantha Lynn  
 Cum Laude - STLR - Owasso
Solley, Holly Kaitlyn  
 Ardmore
Thomas, Jaymi Denise  
 Mustang
Truong, Thanh Truc - Summa Cum Laude  
STLR - Bein Hoa City, Vietnam
History Education
Ambrosio, Christian  
 Magna Cum Laude - STLR - Oklahoma City
Blundell, Dylan R.  
 Summa Cum Laude - STLR - Kingfisher
Chavez, Josue - Summa Cum Laude - STLR  
Edmond
Dutton, Bryan Alan  
 Guthrie
Foreman, Nathan Rollier  
 Edmond
Frost, Krissy N.  
 Midwest City
Goedecke, Megan  
 Claremore
Harms, Skyler Dawn  
 Choctaw
Hartman, Christopher W.  
 Edmond
Johnson, Devan Andrew  
 Perry
Kinnear, Amy K.  
 Edmond
Kolander, Angela Christine - STLR  
 Yukon











Thompson, Jordan Reed  
 Oklahoma City
Biology
Allison, Lauren  
 Kearney, Missouri
Amaireh, Hazim M.  
 Edmond
Canady, Keon Benjamin 
 Tulsa
Hampton, Rebekah Grace  
 Tulsa
Hughes, Ashely  
 Edmond
Karani, Mohammad  
 Oklahoma City
Land, John Bradley  
 Atlanta, Georgia
Lausen, James D.  
 Edmond
Louk, Meagan E. - Cum Laude  
 Yukon
Lowery, Mikayla C.  
 Edmond
Major, Emilynn Anne  
 Edmond
McDonough, Austin Kyle  
 Ft. Walton Beach, Florida
McKenna, Susan Jane  
 Niceville, Florida
Miser, Tresa Gail  
 Bartlesville
Muldowney-Anderson, Toran  
 Cum Laude - Austin, Texas
Sanders Jr., LaSean A.  
 Oklahoma City
Swink III, Joseph Franklin 
 Enid
Taylor, Mikayla D.  
 Wagoner
Vasanthan, Jayashini  
 Klang, Malaysia
Vaught, Kaitlyn A.  
 Oklahoma City
Williams, Maranda Rhea  
 Bethany
(Biomedical Sciences)
Bhanot, Anisha Divya - Summa Cum Laude 
Edmond
Buck, Luke  
 Chandler
Fijalka, Daniel Thomas  
 Harrah
Green, Stephanie Marie - Cum Laude  
Chickasha
Hance, Dylan W. - STLR  
 McAlester
Kunnel, Maria Moni  
 Yukon
Manek, Ashley Nicole  
 Summa Cum Laude - STLR - Harrah
McAlpin, Alex James - Cum Laude  
 Owasso
Nguyen, May Thanh  
 Oklahoma City
Osagie-Sule, Eripitan Maya  
 Little Elm, Texas
Rippey, Jana Kay  
 Edmond
Sea, Sze Hoe - STLR 
 Selangor, Malaysia
Snow, Jeremy Blake  
 Edmond
Thellmann, Michael Isaiah  
 Oklahoma City
Young, Blake A. - Cum Laude  
 Enid
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Zafar, Haris - STLR  
 Edmond
Biomedical Engineering
Alnassir, Ameen Jafar  
 Al-Awjam, Saudi Arabia
Babhair, Abdulelah Tarik  
 Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Hinaidi, Abdullah Mohammad  
 Saudi Arabia
Moyna Lobel, Amalie Constanza  
 Santiago, Chile
Chemistry
Amaireh, Hazim M.  
 Edmond
(ACS Certificate)
Rodriguez, Gabrielle Suzan 
  Edmond
(Health Sciences)
Thompson, Jennifer  
 Oklahoma City
Computer Science
Colclasure, Matthew Donald  
 Oklahoma City
Erickson, Joel A.  
 Edmond
Desmond, Osinaka C.  
 Magna Cum Laude - Bamenda, Cameroon
Geer, Matthew Lloyd  
 Oklahoma City
Iwertz, Jonathan Winston  
 Oklahoma City
Kern, Abigail Leah  
 Magna Cum Laude - STLR - Yukon
Kirt, Joseph Matthew  
 Edmond
Lowrey, Jon Kirk  
 Bethel Acres
Mullis, Alex  
 Geneva, Illinois
Ong, Marcus Zhong Shan  
 Magna Cum Laude - Puchong, Malaysia
Silkwood, Devon Thomas  
 Shawnee
Toscani, Addison J.  
 Moore
Voit, Dillon  
 Oklahoma City
Volkov, Vladislav  
 Tula, Russia
Vu, John - Summa Cum Laude  
 Oklahoma City
(Applied)
Cheng, I-Chuan  
 Kaohsiung, Taiwan
Lewis, Kevin Allen  
 Yukon
Paudel, Bikram  
 Edmond
(Information Science)




Alusaif, Mohammed Ahmed  
 Al Qudaih, Saudi Arabia
Mushagalusa, Charmant Kakenyere  
STLR - Bukavu, Congo
(Mechanical Engineering)
Al Masbah, Ahmed Iskandar B.  
 Saudi Arabia
Alhashem, Hashem Mustafa  
 Alahsa, Saudi Arabia
Alqahtani, Abdulaziz Dhafer S.  
 Dammam, Saudi Arabia
Anderson, Matthew Scott  
 Moore
Aston, Merik Bay  
 Edmond
Floranda, Bernand Amando  
 Tamuning, Guam
Foltz, Harbour Stewart  
 Edmond
Gaddis II, Brent 
 Oklahoma City
Hall, Jefferson CM  
 Owasso
Hutson, Colten Dwight  
 Edmond
Kamies, Jonathon Mark  
 Sapulpa
Le, Nghia Trung  
 Vietnam
McDaniel, Rachael Elizabeth  
 Edmond
Nkembe, Emile Nkezi  
 Oklahoma City
Stow, Taylor Ann   
 Yukon
(Physics)
Harrington, Andrew Michael  
 Yukon
Funeral Service
Brawley, Brandi  
 Moore
Ha, Trang  
 Oklahoma City
Jayamane, Maryanne  
 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
McKeaigg, Kennedy Drew  
 Clinton
Shirley, Breana Ellen  
 Jay
Mathematics
Bajo Calderon, Erica Ruby  
 Edmond
France, Kelley Nicole  
 Edmond
(Applied Mathematics)
Benham, Travis  
 Mustang
Kelting, Grace Elizabeth  
 Cum Laude - STLR - Edmond
Soro, Abdoul Aziz Ishaq  
 Abidjan, Ivory Coast
Mechanical Engineering
Al Shugaih, Musalam Ahmed M.  
 Saudi Arabia
Selanders, Blake Ray  
 Edmond
Sulais, Kamil Abdrabalrasoul M.  
 Saihat, Saudi Arabia
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Nursing
Apodaca, Laura - STLR  
 Anaheim, California
Arrington, Miranda  
 McKinney, Texas
Arrowood, Levi Travis - Magna Cum Laude  
Jones
Atchley, Michaela Jean  
 Edmond
Bailey, Brittney Nicole  
 Edmond
Batt, Courtlynn Rachelle  
 Prague
Baxter, John M.  
 Norman
Blakes, Jaiana  
 Chickasha
Bottroff, Jake N.  
 Oklahoma City
Branum, Timi A.  
 Harrah
Bray, Taylor Annette  
 Clayton
Broad, Brooklyn M. - Magna Cum Laude  
Wagoner
Bronson, Bailee Michelle  
 Yukon
Canovas Gonzalez, Maria  
 Rota, Spain
Chuculate, Rachel Elizabeth  
 Magna Cum Laude - Wilburton
Dodson, Jordon Lyn - Magna Cum Laude  
Cache
Dorsch, Jamie Nicole  
 Oklahoma City
Dunham, Hannah  
 Broken Arrow
Emery, Jordan T. - Summa Cum Laude  
Davis
Ennis, Aubrey Allen - STLR  
 Newcastle
Gantt, Marisa Lauren  
 Broken Bow
Goodman, Sarah E. - STLR  
 Moore
Graham, Cain L.  
 Moore
Harris, Audra C.  
 Beggs
Hastings, Mitchell Blaine - Cum Laude  
Oklahoma City
Hau, Alexis  
 Enid
Heiden, Jessie - Cum Laude  
 Edmond
Holton, Ellen Grace  
 Edmond
Johnson, Danica D.  
 Oklahoma City
Langford, Tessa M.  
 Magna Cum Laude - STLR - Alex
Magness, Matthew Brian  
 Edmond
Mai, Kevin Nhat  
 Oklahoma City
Marsh, Jennifer Anne - Summa Cum Laude 
Oklahoma City
Miles, Ellie M.  
 Prague
Miller, Ariel Sarai  
 Edmond
Missey, Jarod Michael  
 Newcastle
Padilla, Michelle  
 Mustang




Peo, Christy  
 Oklahoma City
Pever, Matt  
 Edmond
Santos, Cheyenne D.  
 Oklahoma City
Shumway, Carrie Selena  
 Oklahoma City
Sigala, Nuria - STLR  
 Tulsa
Simmons, Madison Michelle  
 Tulsa
Taggart, Casey  
 Edmond
Taggart, Georgia Jean 
 Edmond
Talmadge, Kristen Jade  
 Oklahoma City
Tinkler, Ashton K.  
 Edmond
Valenzuela, Samantha J. - STLR  
 Stroud
Wood, Rachel Morgan  
 Edmond
Software Engineering
Crawley, Nathan Wayne  
 Evanston, Wyoming
Franks, William Decker  
 Norman
Howell, Seth  
 Yukon
Nelson, Zachary D.  
 Oklahoma City
Bachelor of Science in 
Education
Mathematics Education
Messner, Julia D. - Summa Cum Laude  
Edmond










Alves, Helena Alia  
 Oklahoma City
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Antonsen, Heather Lynne  
 Oklahoma City
Assaleh, David Christopher  
 Enid
Cole, Leah R.  
 Oklahoma City
Cooper, Abigail Marie  
 Edmond
Cornelius, Shannen Denece  
 Tulsa
Crespin, Emely  
 Oklahoma City
Demastus, Jenna Rose  
 Ada
Flanagan, Morgan S.  
 Summa Cum Laude - STLR - Plano, Texas
Flores, Eddy  
 Pomona, California
Gentles, Kymesha Delise  
 Tulsa
Glidewell, Kaitlyn LeighAnn  
 Warr Acres
Harris, Ashley  
 Millersport, Ohio
Jayamane, Maryanne  
 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Jennings, Emily Paige  
 Duncan
Johnson, Lydera Deandra  
 Nassau, Bahamas
Joyce, Justin A.  
 McAlester
Land, John Bradley - STLR  
 Atlanta, Georgia
Leach, Lauren Cathay  
 Oklahoma City
Maldonado, Gracielita Odaris  
 Cum Laude - Oklahoma City
Marsico, Chris Day  
 Weatherford
Muldowney-Anderson, Toran  
 Cum Laude - STLR - Austin, Texas
Mullis, Alex  
 Geneva, Illinois
Nicholson, Destiny N.  
 Haworth
Raper, Amanda J.  
 Maud
Regier, Bailey Renee  
 Weatherford
Roberts, Baylee  
 Enid
Roberts, Madison Renee  
 Broken Arrow
Salinas, Joseph Anthony  
 Moore
Seshie, Fanny  
 Ghana
Simon, Austin Mitchell  
 Owasso
Teske, Kendall J. - Cum Laude  
 Enid
Thomas, Jaylon D. - STLR  
 Oklahoma City
Tornini, Anthony J. - STLR  
 Edmond
Tristan, Cassandra Magalie  
 Dallas, Texas
Vasanthan, Jayashini - STLR  
 Klang, Malaysia
Woodrell, Wyatt A.  
 Cleveland
Wright, Harley Nicole  
 Fort Worth, Texas
Zhang, Qi  
 Lanzhou, China
(Molecular Biology)
Lausen, James D.  
 Edmond
Osagie-Sule, Eripitan Maya 
 Little Elm, Texas
Marquette, Anne Marie  
 Owasso
    
Note: This is a complete list of candidates 
who applied and were cleared for 
graduation and honors by Nov. 8 for 
inclusion in the program. Degrees and 
honors conferred are pending a final check 
by Graduation Services.
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2018 Faculty Merit-Credit Award
Glee Bertram, Ph.D., Human 
     Environmental Sciences
Jicheng Fu, Ph.D., Computer Science
Kristi Karber, Ph.D., Mathematics & 
     Statistics 
Hari Kotturi, Ph.D., Biology
Modeling the Way Award 
Jesse Byrne, Ph.D., Mathematics & 
     Statistics  
Sandra Martin, Mass Communication
Vanderford Distinguished Teaching 
Award  
LaDonna Atkins, Ed.D., Human 
     Environmental Sciences
Chintamani Jog, Ph.D, Economics 
Jicheng Fu, Ph.D., Computer Science  
Mark Zimmerman, M.F.A., Mass 
     Communications  
Amy Johnson, M.F.A., Design   
Vanderford Faculty Award 
in Support of Undergraduate Research, 
Creative & Scholarly Activity
Kanika Bhargava, Ph.D., Human 
     Environmental Sciences  
 
Vanderford Engagement Award 
Tawni Holmes, Ph.D., Human   
     Environmental Sciences 
David Chapman, Ph.D., Finance
Vanderford President’s Initiative Award  
Devin Scheef, M.F.A., Theatre Arts
Robert Delano, Ph.D., Adult Education & 
     Safety Sciences 
Lori Beasley, Ed.D., Human 
     Environmental Sciences 
Herbert S. Dordick Award for an 
Outstanding Mentor                                                                        
John Maisch, J.D., Finance 
Neely Excellence in Teaching Award  
LaDonna Atkins, Ed.D., Human 
     Environmental Sciences 
Luis Montes, Ph.D., Chemistry
Mark McCoy, Ed.D., Forensic Science 
     Institute & School of Criminal Justice
 
Citizen’s Bank Leadership & Civic 
Engagement Award  
Joe Hight, Mass Communication, E.K. 
     Gaylord Endowed Chair of Journalism 
     Ethics 
Midfirst Bank Presidential Award in 
Applied Leadership 
Patti Neuhold, Finance 
John F. Barthell, Ph.D., Provost, Academic 
     Affairs  
Exceptional Performance Award  
Angela Eversgard, Information Technology 
Mary Deter-Billings, Human Resources  
Rick Vega, Auxiliary Services
Julius Adkins, Police Services  
Leon Franklin, Facilities 
Jennifer Goldman, Information 
     Technology 
Montia Rice, Athletics 
Britni Brannon, Athletics 
Excellent Group/Unit Service Award 
2018 National Conference on 
Undergraduate Research (NCUR) 
Executive Committee: 
Provost John F. Barthell, Ph.D.; Myron 
Pope, Ed.D.; Charlotte Simmons, Ph.D.;
Michael Springer, Ph.D.; Greg Wilson, 
Ph.D.; Karen Youngblood; Beverly Prosser; 
Nancy Busby; Dana Hardwick-Jackson 
Masonic Endowment for Transformative 
Learning Award
1st Place: Generation Citizen
Marc Goulding, Ph.D., History & 
     Geography
Justin Olmstead, Ph.D., History & 
     Geography
John Wood, Ph.D., Political Science
David Terry, Student
Rachel Watson, Student
2nd Place: Hispanic Success Initiative
Liliana Rentería Mendoza, Global & 
     Cultural Competency
Kristi Archuleta, Ed.D., Adult Education 
     & Safety Sciences
MeShawn Conley, Diversity & Inclusion
Stevie Johnson, Diversity & Inclusion
Guillermo Martinez Sotelo, Ph.D., 
     Modern Languages
Luis Montes, Ph.D., Chemistry
3rd Place: Office of Sustainability
Eric Hemphill, Sustainability 
Oklahoma Political Science Association 
Robert Darcy Lifetime Achievement 
Award
President Don Betz, Ph.D.
2018 faculty AND Staff Award recipients
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The University of Central Oklahoma 
commencement ceremony is a celebration 
and reverent event.
Commencement marks a pinnacle of 
achievement, and UCO celebrates the 
occasion with formal pomp and 
circumstance. To ensure the dignity and 
solemnity of the occasion, please refrain 
from prolonged expressions for individual 
students that distract from the recognition 
due for the next graduate in line.
• The University of Central Oklahoma 
is a tobacco-free campus.
•  Free ice water will be available in the 
south lobby area throughout the 
ceremony. TV monitors and extra 
seating also will be available in the 
lobby.
•  Guests may not take photos from the 
Field House floor during the 
 commencement ceremony.
•  As a courtesy and to maintain the 
dignity of this formal ceremony, guests 
and graduates should remain in the Field 
House until the ceremony formally 
concludes, approximately 11/2 hours.
•  Due to construction, guests should meet 
graduates inside the Field House, and 
exit promptly.
•  Please keep all aisles, stairs, entries and 
exits clear at all times.
•  Need additional information or help? 
Look for a Faculty Marshal, wearing a 
commencement badge. Faculty Marshals 
are faculty or staff who volunteer to help 
make commencement safe and enjoyable 
for both graduates and guests.
Special Notes for Graduates and Their Guests
Commencement photographs will 
be taken by the professional           
photography firm of Graduation Foto.
Graduation Foto is a private     
vendor, not affiliated with the University 
of Central Oklahoma. 
Central assumes no responsibility or 
liability with respect to the photographic 
services performed by Graduation Foto. 
UCO graduates and their families may 
purchase photographs at their option 
from Graduation Foto.
To maintain the dignity of the 
ceremony, only authorized 
representatives of Graduation Foto will 
be allowed within the restricted area to 
photograph graduates during the      
ceremony.
Visit gradfoto.com to order photos. 
Commencement's event number will be 
emailed to each student.
For more information, contact 
Graduation Foto at bob@gradfoto.com 
or call 405-364-1779.
PHOTOGRAPHIC SERVICES
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Trey Cone, Ph.D., & Jerel Cowan, Ph.D. 
College of Education & Professional Studies
 
UCO Faculty Marshals & Team Leaders
Jeff Harp & Officers
Safety & Transportation Services
Mark Rodolf & Staff
Physical Plant
Military Science Department
Reserve Officers’ Training Corps
Oklahoma County Sheriff's Office
Charles Johnson & Staff 
University Communications
Ryan Brendle & Shelley Lute
Graduation Services
Greg Davis & Staff
New Leaf Floral 
Brenda Raimondi & Staff
UCO Bookstore
Brad Poarch & Staff
Cory’s Audio Visual Services Inc.
Julio Mata & Staff
Information Technology
Brent Miller & Staff
Environmental Health & Safety
Josh Stone & Staff
Transportation & Parking Services
Mariann Searle
Accompanist, School of Music
Greg White, Ph.D.
Director of Musical Theatre
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O say, can you see, by the dawn’s early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming,
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous fight
O’er the ramparts we watched were so gallantly streaming?
And the rocket’s red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there.
O say, does that Star-spangled Banner yet wave
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
Words by William J. Wiseman Jr., J.D.
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